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Next Run 2110
Date: 15th Apr 2019

Time:

6:00pm

Hare: Gasman

Co Hare:

C Man

Run
Site:

Theme:

Alan Edwards Park, Kardinya Freeway South, exit towards the West at
South Street. Follow it down to North Lake Road. First left after the lights
at Patterson, then first left at Gillette. Follow it down to the oval car park
and look for us at the van sucking Boong Eggs.

Grub: Yes, bring a bowl.

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with Disgraceful or Pole Polisher
Upcumming Runs
Contact the On Sec: Sir Kumsize hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Run Report 2109, Pumpkin @ Lightning Park/Swamp Noranda.
Preamble:
On the windswept parking lot with a view of the highway that Cookie helped build, 32 men of Hamersley plus
a visitor from Denmark, greeted one another shook hands and all that bullshit. The GM calls us to order and
invites Pumpkin up to give particulars on his run. Pumpkin tells us it had the potential to be the best run of
the year but he has Popeye as his co-hare. After a brief description of the usual, he sets us off in a southerly
direction.
The Run:
Skirting around Lightning Swamp Bushland the trail
went further south down Kelly Place, through a laneway
to Corderoy Reserve. Then through the neighbourhood
down to Deschamp Reserve, some kept going south
down Belfast Street then turning left along Field St
going past Waltham Reserve. Confusion around
Emberson Reserve before pushing on east doglegging
north through the streets until Benara Road where it
was a long run to on home.
Circle Up & Visitors/Retuniks:
As the circle is called, the RA puts Sheep Thrills on ice
for not shutting up when told. The GM kicks off the
circle a run report first, somewhere in the circle, some
dickhead is also calling for a lunch report, both reports
detailed in the appropriate section of the rag.
Returnicks and visitors called for with Spud and Sheep
Thrills out as our returniks and our visitor from
Denmark, Escort Required from Copenhagen Hash
House Harriers and Viking Wankers is brought out for
an entertaining down down.

General Business:
The GM on the crate models the new H4 raincoats, Precious advises us that there $25.00 for his special
customers. Donka steps in and tells us the Nash Hash is 23 days away and if you haven’t organised anything, it
is now too fucking late, he says work on accommodation for Inter Hash accommodation will start tomorrow.
The On Sec advises that HBF Run (with out) for a Reason is coming up, Cookie decides to correct the On Sec
on his “funny” and gets iced for his efforts. After Cookie is well seated the On Sec then has Cookie tell the
circle yes it is in fact the HBF Run For A Reason that will be held on the 19 th of May. The On Sec further made
notice that it is the 10th anniversary of the event and registration can be done by going to:
https://www.hbfrun.com.au
Charges:
GM on Cookie for no H4 clothes, Screwdriver on Pumpkin for putting sausages on because of hot dogs in
Copenhagen, Coops on Escort Required for not returning to H4 with the wankers shirt given to the Viking
Wankers.
ARSE Report:
The RA is happy that Sheep Thrills was yapping and got to trial the new ice block that the big cunt C Man has
made up. He reckoned it was fucking cold as well, might keep the cunts quiet but they are all fucking slow
learners. Time to edukate the cunts, the word: Boof on ice as a clue. “Boofing” many guesses but none got it
right. It is the practise of shoving booze and drugs up your arse in order to get off.
Spinners: While Boof is up he has a spin, gets his choice for ice, he chooses his bro Cookie, the cunt tries to
figure out how to trump the system, he uses two expired cards then tries to swap a current one for a boong
egg, still got iced for being a dumb cunt. Screwdriver got your choice on ice, he chose Escort Required, the
cunt from Copenhagen the GM belayed that and Screwdriver put on ice instead, this is short lived as the GM
spun Voodoo on ice.
On this day: On this day, Tampax is very quick to tell us Curt Kobain gave himself a haircut with a shotgun in
1994 for a boong egg, some other cunt guessed God’s mate the Pope, John Paul 2 got a dirt nap in 2005 for a
trump.
WOW:
Our incumbent Wanker, Bravefart has disappeared somewhere in Indochina, maybe being ransomed by the
VC as we speak. So we need a new wanker. R.A nominates Mase for being a cunt and making Dingo leave his
hat at home. Mase mounts such a good defence it is overturned and the Dingo reluctantly comes out. A
couple other cunts are nominated along with Wimpy by Cookie. The voting was close with Dingo and Wimpy,
Wimpy wears it ‘cos we don't wanna waste 10 minutes watching the Dingo get changed. Just before R.A
hands over to the GM he can still hear Precious yapping, so he leaves a present on the ice for our most
'onourable GM.
Run Report:
Nice Tits did the first bit saying there was 15 False trails, Cookie obviously in a “corrective” mood advised that
there was 16 false trails, Nice Tits didn’t mind Cookie taking over and said it was a well marked but got a bit
lost on the oval, he gave it 9.5 out of 10.
Ice:
Sheep Thrills for not shutting up when told by the RA, Cookie for trying to school the On Sec, Popeye, Kazi,
Cookie (again), for being interrupting cunts, Dikvan is called out for being a fuckwit in the van, going on about
some drug snorting cunts that play footy. He is not iced for too long as the R.A wants his boong eggs cold and
not scrambled. Wimpy got trumped by Cookie and Precious for even after watching all the other chatty cunts
getting done, also got iced for continuous chatting.

Lunch Report:
This may as well have been the act is it was more entertaining than what Pumpkin had prepared. The On Sec
was put on the spot to give an account of the lunch, possibly because Popeye thought that Sir Kumsize was so
mongrel drunk to remember shit all about the lunch. The on Sec started with: “on Thursday night I had a cunt
of a week and decided to hit the red. Interrupted sleep had me continuing to drink throughout the night, at
7am on Friday morning I finished the last half empty bottle, got ready for the lunch, caught the bus to town,
too early to catch the train, I went to the Shoe for a mid-morning drink. It is important for me to set the scene
prior to the lunch.” The On Sec was able to tell the circle that there were 10 of us at the lunch, beer prices
were quite reasonable and the standard meals ranged from $15.00 especially if you could produce a seniors
card to $38.50 for char grilled eye fillet. The on Sec went on to say that as it had been a big day, when it came
to Popeye recounting his trip, it was a wee bit boring so he took in a nap. Popeye decided it was time for his
account of the lunch, not much on the lunch but a fair bit on Sir Kumsize, although it was more entertaining
than recounting his overseas shenanigans, it was factually inaccurate but we won’t let the facts get in the way
of a good story boys. Not very bright our Popeye the On Sec thinks, he is sure if Popeye continues to
document Sir Kumsize’s drunken antics with such gusto, he will get quite tired. Then the On Sec can help
Popeye next year with plenty of rest in the H4 compliant seating area.
Next Week’s Run:
Gasman, Alan Edward Reserve, Kardinya.
Next week’s van driver:
C Man
Song:
Spud led us in Raise your Mugs.
H4 Hashhouse:
Sausages, nibbles were pretty good too.
ON ON Sir Kumsize
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ON ON
Rocky City’s Annual Pink Breast Run

Trinidad & Tabago 2020

Tuesday 16th April 2019

24 -26 April 2020

Aussie Nash Hash

Your Hash event here

Port Douglas, Queensland
3-5 May 2019

Contact: hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

